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AMERICA’S CIVIL RIGHTS REVOLUTION: THREE

DOCUMENTARIES ABOUT EMMETT TILL’S

MURDER IN MISSISSIPPI (1955)

Terry Wagner

The United States Justice Department’s unexpected announcement in May 2004 that
it would begin the first federal investigation into the 1955 murder of Emmett Till
in Mississippi surprised even Till advocates. More surprising was the catalyst for
the investigation, two recent documentaries: Stanley Nelson’s Peabody-winning The
Murder of Emmett Till (MET, 2003) and Keith Beauchamp’s The Untold Story of Emmett
Till (released in 2005). The Justice Department promised to investigate leads supplied
by the interviews in the two films. Many motion pictures claim to have changed the
world, but the evidence connecting art to impact is rarely as well-documented as it
was in the reinvestigation of Till’s death.1 In the course of its investigation, the FBI
discovered the long-lost trial transcript from 1955; in June 2005, Till’s body was
exhumed for a first-ever autopsy. Federal officials decided in 2006 not to press
charges, but Mississippi authorities utilized evidence from the investigation to seek an
indictment against Carolyn Bryant-Donham—the white Mississippi woman at the
center of the story.2 A Mississippi grand jury declined to indict her in February 2007.
Despite hope that a federal investigation could solve the Till mystery and bring the
first conviction for the murder of the 14-year-old African-American youth, the grand
jury’s decision marked an end to possible prosecution.

Though the investigation, conducted 50 years after the crime, did not secure
justice for Emmett Till, the FBI examined many of the legends that surrounded the
Till case and the new sources discussed in Nelson’s and Beauchamp’s documentaries.
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The FBI’s ‘Prosecutive Report of Investigation’ assesses the consistency of those new
witnesses’ stories, the testimony at the original trial, and the claims of confidential
sources.3 Coupled with the recovered trial transcript, the record of the FBI
investigation promises to structure the next generation of scholarship on Emmett Till.
With the investigation completed and a large portion of its results made public, the
time is ripe to view MET and The Untold Story of Emmett Till again, in light of the FBI’s
findings. Are the sources uncovered by Nelson and Beauchamp reliable? Are the films
worth scholarly attention? Furthermore, does an older source, Henry Hampton’s
classic Eyes on the Prize (EOP, 1987) series on the Civil Rights Movement, still present
an effective treatment of Till’s murder and legacy?

A brief summary of the well-known story provides an essential anchor for
exploring the case. In August 1955, 14-year-old Chicago resident Emmett Till and
his cousin, fellow Chicagoan Wheeler Parker, accompanied Till’s great-uncle Mose
Wright back to Wright’s home in Mississippi for a summer vacation. Till and a group
of relatives and friends took a break from working in the cotton fields on Wednesday,
August 24, and drove to the small town of Money, Mississippi for refreshments.
There, Till was briefly alone in Bryant’s Grocery and Meat Market with the 21-year-
old white store clerk Carolyn Bryant. After Till had left the store, Bryant exited also,
and Till apparently whistled at her—a dangerous breach of Mississippi racial etiquette.
Till and his friends left in a hurry. In the early hours of Sunday morning, Bryant’s
husband Roy and Roy’s half-brother J. W. Milam, having heard of the incident,
abducted Till from his bed. Till’s body was recovered from the Tallahatchie River a
few days later, beaten and swollen, almost unrecognizable. When Till’s mother
Mamie held an open-casket funeral for her son in a Chicago church, thousands of
African-Americans came to observe what had happened to Till, and photographs
of the beaten corpse, published in Jet magazine, shocked the nation. At the murder
trial of J. W. Milam and Roy Bryant in Sumner, Mississippi in September, the jury
acquitted the two men in a little over an hour. Just months later, in January 1956,
journalist William Bradford Huie published Milam and Bryant’s confession in Look
magazine.

For details about the abduction, beating, and murder of Till, journalists and
scholars have long relied on the confession of Milam and Bryant. Although William
Bradford Huie’s ‘The shocking story of an approved killing,’ published in Look
magazine in 1956, contradicted testimony of three witnesses at the murder trial,
the confession was such a sensational account, and so widely read, that the killers’
version of events has been treated as definitive. In hindsight, the adoption of the
Milam/Bryant confession is curious, not only because the killers had previously
lied about releasing Till and because the timeline of their account was logistically
improbable, but also because Milam and Bryant had an obvious motive to lie even
after their acquittal: if others had been involved in the murder, those accomplices
were not immune from prosecution. Thus, Milam and Bryant’s tale was a confession
calculated to cash in on $3000 (and $1000 for their lawyers), while simultaneously
maintaining the anonymity of co-conspirators. Because the trial transcript disappeared
and the confession was compelling, the Milam/Bryant narrative became official
history, or at least so ubiquitous that, as one scholar recently put it, ‘[N]o other
account of the case has had such a far-ranging influence on other retellings of the
Emmett Till story.’4
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However, the FBI Prosecutive Report now ensures that scholars will no longer
consider Milam and Bryant’s confession dependable. The two killers claimed that they
had beaten Till in a shed behind J. W. Milam’s house and then shot Till on the banks
of the Tallahatchie River, before attaching a gin fan to his body and dumping it into
the river. The trial testimony of three African-American witnesses—18-year-old
Willie Reed, his grandfather Add Reed, and neighbor Mary ‘Amandy’ Bradley—had
earlier contradicted this account. These three witnesses, who all lived on or near
the Clint Shurden Plantation, a property managed by Leslie Milam, brother to
J. W. Milam and half-brother to Roy Bryant, supplied testimony at the trial that
together put Emmett Till at the Shurden Plantation along with Roy, J. W., Leslie,
and at least two other white and three black suspects. Willie Reed heard the beating
from the barn.

The three eyewitness accounts did not make much difference compared to the
impact of what Milam and Bryant chose to reveal in Look magazine. Then court
testimony was lost for decades. In addition to the recovery of the trial transcript,
the FBI confirmed the account of the Reeds and Mandy Bradley. Frances Moody
Milam, wife of Leslie Milam, told the FBI during the course of its investigation that
J. W. Milam and Roy Bryant had, indeed, arrived with Emmett Till at the Shurden
Plantation sometime after midnight.5 Frances’s admission undermines the reliability
of J. W. and Roy’s confession; the two claimed never to have gone to the plantation
near Drew, Mississippi. Further evidence came from the perpetrators themselves.
On his deathbed in 1974, Leslie Milam confessed to an individual, undisclosed in
the Prosecutive Report, that he was directly involved in Till’s murder.6 Finally, in a
taped conversation from 1985 with an undisclosed cooperating witness, Roy Bryant
admitted that he and his accomplices took Till to Leslie Milam’s farm, ‘[t]ryin’ to
make our minds up.’7

Now that the Shurden Plantation has been confirmed as the site of the murder,
other portions of Willie Reed’s trial testimony demand reconsideration. He saw
J. W. Milam at the location. He heard the beating. He was the most reliable witness
to the 1955 murder. Reed claimed to have seen four white men in the front of a
pickup truck and three black men in the bed, in addition to Till, driving on their way
to Leslie Milam’s residence. The Prosecutive Report does not answer definitively who
the other two white men in the truck and the three black passengers in the cab might
have been, but investigators examined men long suspected of involvement, with
varying degrees of corroboration. A confidential source claimed to have interviewed
J. W. Milam by telephone on three occasions while researching the Till case; the
source avowed that, in addition to Roy Bryant and Leslie Milam, J. W. listed brother-
in-law Melvin Campbell, friend Hubert Clark, employee Levi ‘Too Tight’ Collins, and
another man (identity redacted) as present during the beating and murder of Till.8

Furthermore, Melvin Campbell confessed to an individual who seems to be his wife
Louise.9 Hubert Clark had been mentioned in Jet magazine in 1955, though
without attribution, as an individual linked to the Till murder.10 Both MET and The
Untold Story of Emmett Till address the involvement of ‘Too Tight’ Collins.

EOP, produced in 1987, had no access to such discoveries, of course. The
14-episode epic has rightly been lauded as a landmark historical documentary.
Episode 1, ‘Awakenings,’ begins with the story of Emmett Till. After covering
the Supreme Court’s Brown vs. Board of Education case in a minute and a half, the film
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settles into a 15-minute consideration of Emmett Till, implicitly suggesting that the
Till murder was the spark of the Civil Rights Movement. EOP’s strength is its
intelligent selection of archival footage. The film emphasizes the courage of ordinary
individuals in the struggle for civil rights; viewers first see an old clip of Mose Wright,
the uncle with whom Till stayed and from whose house he was abducted, as the
documentary’s narrator speaks of ‘small acts of courage.’11 In EOP, the hero of the Till
story is Wright, who risked his life to inform reporters of the details of his nephew’s
abduction and to testify against white men in the hostile courtroom of Sumner,
Mississippi. Panning out from a courtroom photograph of Wright pointing at Milam
and Bryant, the film-makers imbue the moment with iconic tension. Footage of
Emmett’s mother, Mamie Till, also emphasizes the strength of a woman who insisted
that her son’s mutilated body be displayed in an open casket during his funeral and
who traveled to Mississippi in order to observe the trial, despite death threats. As the
narrator intones, ‘A few black people stood up to the system,’ viewers can briefly
glimpse Willie Reed walking down a courtroom hallway in front of Mose Wright,
though the teenage witness is not identified by name.12

Other archival film footage emphasizes what Mose Wright, Mamie Till and Willie
Reed were up against. In a sound bite that still has the power to shock students, the
heavyset Sheriff H. C. Strider provides his assessment of the lesson of Emmett Till:
‘We never have any trouble until some of our Southern niggers go up north, and the
NAACP talks to them, and they come back home.’13 Perhaps more telling is the
footage of the verdict, the cheers of the white courtroom, the ebullient
congratulations extended to Milam and Bryant, and the courthouse interview with
the acquitted, which culminates in a long, unseemly kiss between Roy Bryant and wife
Carolyn (Figure 1). Director Henry Hampton and his team knew the power of such
original footage and allowed it to communicate to viewers with a minimum of heavy-
handed interpretation.

On the other hand, the film’s selection of interview subjects is problematic.
For whatever reason, Mamie Till does not appear in the film. The only relative of Till
to sit for an interview is Emmett’s cousin, Curtis Jones. Jones relates what transpired
between Emmett and Carolyn Bryant inside the Bryant Grocery Store, the incident
that began the chain of events that culminated in Till’s murder. Though the details
of what exactly the young Till did or said to Carolyn Bryant might seem trivial in
light of the gruesome murder that followed, it remains a point of fierce contention
in the Till debate. In his monograph on Emmett Till, A Death in the Delta, historian
Stephen Whitfield treats the events of the evening of August 24, 1955 in Money,
Mississippi as an epic mystery and ‘historical imponderable,’ an incident ‘mired
in dispute and . . . likely to be forever clouded in uncertainty.’14 In his attempt to
reconstruct the incident, Whitfield relies mostly on the courtroom testimony of
Carolyn Bryant and Curtis Jones’s interview from EOP. In Jones’s telling, Till
purchased candy in the store and then remarked to Bryant, ‘Bye, baby,’ upon exiting.
Remarkably, Jones was not even in Mississippi on August 24. Two witnesses in the
FBI’s Prosecutive Report, probably Emmett’s cousins Simeon Wright and Wheeler
Parker, stated that Jones was not present and further claimed that Jones had ‘recanted
his statements prior to his death and apologized to Mamie Till-Mobley.’15 A recent
and careful student of the Till case, Devery S. Anderson, found that Jones admitted
to a Mississippi newspaper in 1985 that he had not been present during the grocery
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store incident.16 Moreover, in her memoir, Mamie Till-Mobley notes, without
addressing the controversy about the subject, that Jones arrived in Mississippi on
Saturday, August 27.17 Jones’s first night in Mississippi was the one on which Till was
abducted.

More troublesome than Curtis Jones’s testimony is EOP’s reliance on William
Bradford Huie to explain the details of Till’s abduction and murder. As a reporter
for Look magazine in 1956, Huie worked with Milam and Bryant to craft the
confession and eventually transformed that piece into a popular paperback, Wolf
Whistle. Now that the details of the killers’ confession—including the location of the
murder and the number of people involved—have been thoroughly discredited, Huie
becomes a largely irrelevant source. True, Huie’s ‘Shocking Confession’ has been the
account most widely read by individuals with any familiarity with the case as well as
the source most cited by researchers. Huie will forever be the man who publicized
a calculated, largely fabricated confession, and his much-maligned ‘checkbook
journalism’ will remain the subject of debate, as it has since 1956. If he spoke only
about the details of the confession, the impact his article had when published or since,
or his justification for paying the killers, his testimony would be useful.

However, charged with the responsibility of narrating Till’s last hours, Huie
demonstrates an unjustified faith in every word that J. W. Milam had told him.
Skeptics have long criticized the accuracy of the killers’ confession. Milam and Bryant
could not have driven the distances that they claimed within the timeframe they

FIGURE 1 Roy Bryant (center left) receives congratulations upon the news of his acquittal. Carolyn Bryant

appears center right (Henry Hampton, Eyes on the Prize, 1987).
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described. And why had Till stayed in the bed of the pickup truck all night long if no
one was there to hold him down? Huie’s testimony in EOP attempts to address
the latter question: ‘Young Till never realized the danger he was in. I’m quite sure
that he never thought these two men would kill him. Or maybe he’s just in such
a strange environment he really just doesn’t know what he’s up against.’18 Perhaps
Huie had found the killers to be two of the most convincing sources he had ever
utilized. More likely, he realized that the relevance of his article, and later his book
and screenplay, to the Till saga depended on the veracity of the killers’ confession.
Regardless, he remains a problematic source for reconstructing Till’s murder
(Figure 2).19

Despite interviews with more reliable witnesses, including Willie Reed, Nelson’s
MET (2003) is no more effective than EOP at uncovering the facts of the homicide.
The imprecision surrounding the details of the murder is frustrating, especially
given MET’s strong beginning. Of the three films, Nelson’s is probably the best at
establishing the milieu of Jim Crow-era Mississippi, enlisting such useful interviewees
as Mississippi Governor William Winters (1980–1984) to explain the era’s Southern
white mindset, and photographer Ernest Withers to illustrate the powerlessness of
African Americans in the Deep South of the 1950s. Nelson even unearths a vintage
educational film that cheerfully explains segregation as the best answer to the
‘challenges’ of interracial relations.

By assembling a cast of Emmett’s family and friends, MET provides a poignant
account of the too-brief life of a lovable child. Nelson’s film is the first documentary

FIGURE 2 William Bradford Huie recounts J. W. Milam’s confession and attempts to understand the

abduction from Emmett Till’s perspective (Henry Hampton, Eyes on the Prize, 1987).
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to put mother Mamie Till-Mobley and cousin Wheeler Parker on screen.20

Till-Mobley, Parker, and other childhood friends bring us far closer to Emmett’s
experience than does EOP. Till-Mobley is a gifted storyteller, and she effectively takes
viewers through Emmett’s departure, her first experience viewing her son’s mutilated
corpse, the funeral in Chicago, and the trial in Sumner. Parker describes both
Emmett’s playful affability and the terror of the abduction, to which he was a
witness. As to what happened between Till and Carolyn Bryant at the grocery store,
MET simply uses an off-screen narrator: ‘According to witnesses, on his way out of the
store, Emmett turned to Carolyn Bryant and whistled.’ Also powerful is the brief
appearance of Sheriff Strider’s son, Clarence Strider, Jr. The younger Strider
inadvertently articulates how the racist sentiments of his father’s generation and the
antipathy toward outsiders remain, but the son expresses himself in a more guarded,
elliptical fashion than his father did. ‘People are used to doing things normal around
here,’ says Strider, Jr., before he chuckles. ‘And they just tried to run the thing. They
thought they could run over the judge and the sheriff and everybody over there;
they thought that they, you know, could just take over, but they didn’t.’21 In its own
way, the son’s statement is as affecting as his father’s comments about Northern
troublemakers.

What a shame that the film-makers made ineffective use of their greatest find:
Willie Reed.22 Though Reed’s testimony at trial about hearing screams emanating
from a barn on the Shurden Plantation is incompatible with J. W. Milam’s account in
Look magazine, MET ignores the distinction, instead conflating the Milam/Bryant
confession with Reed’s testimony. The voiceover notes that Reed had ‘seen Roy
Bryant, J. W. Milam, and one other white man with Emmett Till early that Sunday
morning and had heard the sounds of a beating coming from Milam’s shed.’23 At the
trial, Reed never claimed to have seen Roy Bryant, stating instead that four white men
were in the truck that passed him (Figure 3). Since resurfacing, Reed has given

FIGURE 3 Willie Reed prepares to testify in the 1955 trial (Stanley Nelson, American Experience: The

Murder of Emmett Till, 2003).
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interviews that contradicted his trial testimony, understandable after the passage of
50 years. Perhaps Nelson relied on Reed’s memory rather than contemporary written
accounts. Far more problematic, the reference to ‘Milam’s shed’ gives the impression
that Reed corroborated the Look confession, placing the murder scene in a shed
behind J. W. Milam’s home in Glendora, rather than at the Shurden Plantation
near Drew, the one Leslie Milam managed. Willie Reed’s testimony could have been
a revelation, as the location of a crime is always central to the details of the murder.
However, the makers of MET proved too tied, as have many scholars over the years, to
the convenience of the Look confession as well as the impunity and relish with
which Milam told his story. Two minutes later, over grainy ‘reenactment footage’ of
the abduction, a voiceover presents, paraphrased, Milam’s confession.

While promoting his film to the press and calling for a new investigation, Nelson
trumpeted the new witnesses whom his film-making team had discovered—witnesses
who had never before spoken to the press or testified at trial. ‘There were a number
of people who had evidence about the murder who did not testify at the time because
they were scared,’ Nelson told The New York Times in 2004. ‘We were able to go to
Mississippi and find people in a week or two who had evidence to give. So if you have
trained investigators with subpoena powers, who knows what will come of this?’24

Though MET was the first documentary to put such valuable sources as Mamie
Till-Mobley, Wheeler Parker, and Willie Reed on screen, none of these individuals
was found in Mississippi, and both Till-Mobley and Reed had testified at the 1955
trial. Thus, the sources Nelson had in mind when he spoke with the Times must have
been Warren Hampton and Oudie Brown, both of whom appear in Nelson’s
documentary exclusively.

Warren Hampton was a lead that FBI investigators pursued. The Prosecutive
Report quotes Hampton’s words from MET: ‘I was, ah, playin’ beside the road and
I saw Mr., ah, Mylam’s [sic] truck coming by and it had a—had a cover over the door
we called a tarpaulan [sic], had a tarp over it, and I heard somebody hollerin’ on the
truck, but I didn’t see nobody.’25 The quotation, taken verbatim from the MET
interview, allows one to identify Hampton positively in this portion of the Prosecutive
Report, though his name is redacted. Investigators also note that in subsequent
interviews, Hampton claimed to have witnessed the truck pass on a Tuesday or
Wednesday, insisting that his experience could not have taken place on a Sunday.
He further claimed that the incident occurred approximately at ‘lunch time.’ The
discrepancies are more revealing than the original testimony itself. Whether the
inconsistencies occur because Hampton’s memory is unreliable, or because the story
is a fabrication, Warren Hampton turned out, upon vetting, to offer little of
consequence to investigators.

Nelson’s other exclusive witness, Oudie Brown, is also unreliable. The FBI used
the footage of Brown when conducting its investigation. Brown’s commentary in MET
finds its way into the Prosecutive Report verbatim. Brown claims to have witnessed
an African-American youth, ‘Too Tight’ Collins, washing blood from the cab of
J. W. Milam’s truck. In Brown’s recapitulation, Collins claimed that the blood was
that of Emmett Till, whom Collins identified, ostensibly, by name. Because Emmett
Till did not yet have notoriety, why Collins would have identified the murdered youth
by name and how Brown would have recognized the name remain unclear.
Additionally, Brown claims that he was with J. W. Milam when the ‘high sheriff’ of
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Minter City arrested the future defendant. The relish with which Oudie Brown relates
his tale, his unlikely presence at two key moments, and most importantly, his
quotations utilizing Emmett Till’s name at a time when the young man was unknown
suggest that Brown was not a witness who had wrestled with secrets for years
before revealing them to film-makers, but rather a notoriety-seeker who surfaced half
a century after the crime with anecdotes woven together from the Till legends that
must abound in certain parts of Mississippi. Nelson’s late-surfacing witnesses could
have used more vetting.

Accusations that Levi ‘Too Tight’ Collins had been involved in the cleanup, and
possibly even abduction and murder, of Till did not originate with Oudie Brown.
In fact, within a month of Milam and Bryant’s acquittal, African-American reporter
James L. Hicks wrote a series of articles for Mississippi’s Cleveland Call and Post
accusing Sheriff Strider of hiding Collins in his Charleston jail, along with another
black witness, Henry Lee Loggins.26 By November, Hicks published an open letter to
Attorney General Herbert Brownell and FBI Chief J. Edgar Hoover in the Washington
Afro-American, claiming that Collins and Loggins were forced accomplices to the
murder of Till, and listing individuals in Mississippi who could corroborate the
accusation and lead investigators to the men. Another journalist, L. Alex Wilson,
tracked down ‘Too Tight’ Collins for the Chicago Defender and brought the elusive
subject to Chicago for an interview. The newspaper published the entire interview,
but Collins denied having any knowledge about Till’s murder, only mentioning that he
would like to speak with Loggins, who was then in St. Louis. Despite the persistent
efforts of the black press, no journalist could uncover the entire truth surrounding the
murder. After Huie published the confession of Milam and Bryant in January 1956,
there was little use in trying to undermine the account.27

One point on which all three documentaries agree is that the murder of Emmett
Till represented the birth of the Civil Rights Movement. Near the end of MET,
the narrator notes that contributions to civil rights organizations soared in the wake
of Till’s murder and that Rosa Parks’s challenge to segregated bussing occurred exactly
100 days after Till’s murder. As Mamie Till-Mobley tells viewers, as the film ends,
‘[her son] was the sacrificial lamb of the Movement.’28

Keith Beauchamp agrees unequivocally. But beyond Till’s meaning as icon and
symbol, Beauchamp is the film-maker most interested in uncovering the details of that
week in August 1955 and unraveling the mystery of Till’s murder. His documentary is
as much the product of an aficionado as of a film-maker, and what his picture lacks
in post-production gloss it makes up for with its tireless pursuit of new evidence.
Beauchamp treats every previously unheard witness—and there are many—as the
possible solution to the Civil Rights Era’s most famous unresolved mystery. Herein lie
both the strength and weakness of Beauchamp’s documentary. Unlike Nelson,
Beauchamp does not ignore the distinctions among different accounts of the night
of Till’s murder. He is open to every possible voice. However, the many accounts,
while fascinating, do not add up to a single coherent vision. Whereas MET makes
cogent story-telling its principal objective, Untold Story does just the opposite,
including every witness who promises new information without attempting to make
sense of inconsistencies.

Simeon Wright is the first witness who speaks with Beauchamp exclusively to
appear in the film. The son of Mose Wright and roommate of Emmett Till on the
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night of his abduction, Simeon Wright is a prize subject. Beauchamp spent three
years convincing Wright to appear in his film, and his effort was well spent. Calm but
not impassive and clear but not too polished, Wright is the kind of witness
documentary film-makers dream about. Together with Wheeler Parker, Wright gives
an account of the August 24 incident in Bryant’s grocery store that is more convincing
than the one Carolyn Bryant gave at trial. Wright went into the store after Emmett
in order to retrieve his cousin. When he entered the store, he witnessed nothing
out of the ordinary. ‘What [Emmett] said before I got there I don’t know,’ Wright
declares.29 The two left the store calmly, without incident. Parker supports this
version, claiming that he did not hear Carolyn Bryant yelling, and Simeon and Emmett
exited without appearing rushed or perturbed.30 Both men admit that when Bryant
left the store shortly after, Till did indeed whistle at the woman, something Emmett’s
mother Mamie always claimed was a misunderstanding stemming from her son’s
speech impediment.

Mamie speaks more freely in Untold Story than in MET, voicing opinions and beliefs
that she refrained from sharing with other film-makers. Many of Mamie’s comments
are familiar to students of Till’s case. Emmett’s mother shares warm memories of her
son, repeats the details of his departure, and recounts the harrowing details of seeing
his corpse for the first time and displaying his body during the funeral. Beauchamp
presents 1955 footage shot outside the courthouse in which Mamie, utilizing
information she learned from NAACP investigators, tells the press that two key
African-American witnesses were being hidden in a jail in Charleston (she does not
name Collins or Loggins by name). Much of the old footage of Mamie Till has become
famous, even iconic, but Beauchamp is the first to employ this 1955 footage
suggesting conspiracy. Fifty years after the trial, Mamie shares additional details that
she had acquired in subsequent decades: ‘I know they had help when they murdered
Emmett Till. Number One—they recruited a black boy, Collins.’31

As in Nelson’s film, Willie Reed is an essential on-camera subject. Beauchamp
speaks, in his DVD commentary track, about searching for Reed, and finally locating
him under the name Willie Lewis. However, 21st-century interviews with Reed are
less reliable to researchers than his original court testimony, his memory seemingly
dimmed by five decades and information he has assimilated in the intervening years.
He claims to have identified both J. W. Milam and Roy Bryant from the witness stand
in 1955, when in reality, he identified Milam but had not seen Bryant.32 In his original
trial testimony, Reed claimed to have seen three African-American men in the cab
of the pickup truck with Till, but he could not identify any of the men because they
faced away from him. Yet, in Untold Story, Reed asserts that he saw ‘Too Tight’ Collins
and someone named Hubbard. Finally, Reed claims to have seen five people in the
truck in addition to Till, though his 1955 testimony indicated there were seven.
Beauchamp acknowledges in his director’s commentary that Reed’s story has changed
since the original trial.

Keith Beauchamp tracked down Henry Lee Loggins, one of the original mystery
men in theories about the Till murder and one of the individuals supposedly
sequestered in jail until Milam and Bryant were acquitted. Putting Loggins on camera
is a coup for Beauchamp, the result of fine detective work. Loggins insists that he
has no secrets to share, saying that he has no idea how he became enmeshed in the
Till legend. All he knows is that someone told him in the days after the murder about
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the involvement of ‘Too Tight’ Collins. In his DVD commentary track, Beauchamp
reveals that what the audience sees is a brief outtake of an interview that lasted for
more than two hours. The director claims that FBI records and eyewitnesses
demonstrate that Loggins was one of the men who held Till in the back of the truck.
Beauchamp informs viewers that Loggins’s son, Johnny B. Thomas, the mayor of
Glendora, Mississippi, requested immunity for his father in exchange for information.
In Beauchamp’s words, ‘Realistically, if Henry Lee comes out and tells what he knows,
he could shut down the whole investigation.’33

Less essential witnesses fill much of the rest of Untold Story. Because Beauchamp
puts many on camera, he errs in identifying each only once, their first time on screen.
Viewers must take careful notes, or screen the film multiple times, if they are to keep
all of the subjects straight. Worse, Beauchamp allows his witnesses to say things
incapable of being proven. Improbable statements stand uncorrected; some claims
from witnesses contradict each other. Mary Johnson, who says early in Untold Story
that she witnessed her neighbor J. W. Milam burning something in the middle of the
night, later claims that Milam told her father that ‘Too Tight’ Collins had fired
the shot that ultimately killed Till.34 Earlier, John Crawford, a friend and neighbor
of Mose Wright, claims that Roy Bryant approached him to plead, ‘I didn’t do it.
Milam done it.’35 Crawford responds, ‘Well, somebody done it.’ Viewers end up
knowing little more than Crawford—somebody did it.

The anonymous witnesses and those whom Beauchamp presents in silhouette also
warrant mention. Early in the film, ‘Ruthie Mae Crawford’ makes several appearances
shrouded in darkness, claiming that she witnessed Till and Carolyn Bryant in the
grocery store on August 24. Beauchamp identifies ‘Ruthie Mae’ as Till’s cousin, and
she seems to be the niece of John Crawford. Why her name appears in quotation
marks is unclear. According to ‘Ruthie Mae,’ Till placed his money directly into
Bryant’s hand, a serious breach of Jim Crow etiquette. Startled, Bryant withdrew her
hand suddenly. The hand-touching was the extent of impropriety in Ruthie Mae’s
version. Also, Ruthie Mae claims to have seen multiple cars travel to Mose Wright’s
home on the night of the abduction, describing the scene as ‘bright as daylight.’36

Mose Wright asserted in his 1955 testimony that it was too dark to describe the
automobile in which the abductors travelled or even to identify a third individual who
stood just feet away from Wright on his porch. Because ‘Ruthie Mae’s’ testimony
emerges decades after the incident, and because her account conflicts with that
of Mose Wright, who gave his version of events within weeks of the incident, Ruthie
Mae’s remarks cannot be accepted uncritically. A pseudonymous source, ‘Willie’
(not to be confused with Willie Reed) claims to have seen ‘Too Tight’ Collins washing
blood from J. W. Milam’s truck. ‘Willie’ may be the unidentified witness described
on page 65 of the Prosecutive Report, but the details are not such that he can be
identified positively. In the case of ‘Willie,’ an anonymous witness offers potentially
useful evidence that cannot be explored further or confirmed.

In his 2005 review of Untold Story in The New York Times, Stephen Holden observed
presciently, ‘Because federal indictments for conspiracy to murder have yet to be
handed down, the documentary is necessarily discreet about naming names and
detailing its evidence. A sequel would go a long way toward solving the documentary’s
many unanswered questions.’37 Though the sequel has yet to materialize, Beauchamp
reveals, in his director’s commentary, fascinating details that did not find their way
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into his feature film. He identifies the man who related the Till incident to Roy Bryant
as Johnny B. Washington.38 ‘For twenty-five cents credit,’ Beauchamp laments,
‘[Washington] gave information that led to the murder of Emmett Till.’39 The FBI’s
subsequently released Prosecutive Report suggests that a man who accompanied Roy
and Carolyn Bryant on a haphazard search for Till on an evening before the actual
abduction—a man whom Carolyn Bryant remembered as J. W. Washington—might
in fact be the same Johnny Washington whom Beauchamp mentions.40

More surprising is the director’s assertion that officials had issued a warrant for
the arrest of Carolyn Bryant in 1955, a warrant that she was never served. Beauchamp
lists the warrant as one of the pieces of evidence he handed over to investigators
when he, Alvin Sykes, the President of the Emmett Till Justice Campaign, and
Simeon Wright met with Justice Department officials to request that the Till case be
reopened. ‘I strongly believe that Carolyn Bryant should be arrested for the
kidnapping and murder of Emmett Till,’ Beauchamp declares.41 As we now know,
Bryant was arrested but not indicted by a grand jury. Finally, the director surprises
viewers by revealing that William Bradford Huie interviewed two other accomplices,
in addition to J. W. Milam and Roy Bryant, for his article in Look magazine.42

However, the reporter failed to secure release forms for the other two subjects, and
so the confession that characterized Milam and Bryant as the only perpetrators
ran instead. No mention of Huie’s additional interviews appears in the Prosecutive
Report. If Beauchamp is correct, it will forever change the perception of Huie from
an ambitious reporter that prized a public confession above all else to one who
published a knowingly falsified report, a man who allowed Milam to mislead the
public and protect the identities of his accomplices. As Stephen Holden said,
a sequel that offered proof of such claims would ‘go a long way.’43
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Filmography and availability

Eyes on the Prize: America’s Civil Rights Movement, Part 1. Dir. Henry Hampton. DVD.
Blackside, Inc., distributed by PBS Video, 1986–1990.

Companion book: Juan Williams. Eyes on the Prize: America’s Civil Rights Years 1954–1965.
New York: Penguin Books, 1987.

Part 1 of the series received a re-release on DVD in April 2010. As of the deadline for
this article’s submission, Amazon.com was offering pre-order purchases for $62.49
or, if purchased together with the companion book, for $76.09. DVD format
is Region 1.
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American Experience: The Murder of Emmett Till, Dir. Stanley Nelson. DVD. Firelight
Media, 2003.

This DVD is widely available, both used and new, on websites such as Amazon. Format is
Region 1.

The Untold Story of Emmett Louis Till, Dir. Keith Beauchamp. ThinkFilm, 2005.
Another Region 1 Format, Beauchamp’s film is the most widely available and affordable

of the three, with new copies available for $7.99.
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